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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the use of hybrid automata to specify and verify embedded
distributed systems� that consist of both discrete and continuous components� The
basis of the evaluation is an automotive control system� which controls the height
of an automobile by pneumatic suspension� It has been proposed by BMW AG as a
case study taken from a current industrial development� Essential parts of the system
have been modelled as hybrid automata and for appropiate abstractions several safety
properties have been veri�ed� The veri�cation has been performed using HyTech� a
symbolic model checker for linear hybrid automata� The paper discusses the general
appropiateness of hybrid automata to specify hybrid systems as well as advantages
and drawbacks of the applied model�checking techniques�
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� INTRODUCTION

Hybrid Systems are systems that intermix discrete and continous components�
typically controllers that interact with the physical environment� Since em�
bedded applications are steadily increasing� especially in safety critical areas
as e�g� avionics or automotive electronics� there is a need to provide speci��
cation� analysis and veri�cation methods for hybrid systems� Recently� hybrid
automata ��� have been proposed as a mixed discrete�continuous speci�cation
method that allows automatic veri�cation for speci�c subclasses using model
checking techniques�
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The aim of this paper is to evaluate the practicability of hybrid automata�
Concerning speci�cation� the appropiateness of the modelling capabilities is dis�
cussed� Concerning veri�cation� a representative of the existing model check�
ers is evaluated w�r�t� automation and scalability� We use the model checker
HyTech �
�� because it provides the most general input language� namely lin�

ear hybrid automata�
The basis of the assessment is a case study provided by our research partner

BMWAG� It has been taken from an actual industrial development and consists
of a system that controls the height of a chassis by pneumatic suspension� The
system is speci�ed by means of �linear� hybrid automata� and HyTech is
applied to appropriate abstractions�

The paper is organized as follows First� the pneumatic suspension system
is described informally �Section 	�� Then� hybrid automata� the model check�
ing algorithm and HyTech are introduced �Section ��� The following sections
present the evaluation results concerning speci�cation �Section �� and veri��
cation �Section ��� Both sections are themselves divided into two parts the
�rst describes the concrete experiences obtained in the case study� the second
contains more general conclusions�

	 THE ELECTRONIC HEIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
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The main aims of the electronic height control �EHC� are to increase driving
comfort� to keep the headlight load�independent and to adjust the chassis level
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to o��road and on�road conditions by providing a high and a low chassis level�
selectable by the driver�

This is achieved by a pneumatic suspension at each of the four wheels� The
chassis level can be increased by pumping air into the suspension of the wheels
and decreased by blowing air o�� As there is only one compressor and one
escape valve for all four wheels� to e� g� increase the level at the front right
wheel� the compressor has to be turned on� the escape valve must be closed
and the valve connected to the suspension of the front right wheel must be
opened �Fig� ���

Sensors measure the deviation of the actual chassis level from a de�ned zero
level at each of the wheels� Disturbances of high frequency� caused by road holes
or block pavement for example� are �ltered out by low�pass �lters before the
values are passed on to the controller� The controller reads them with a given
sampling rate and decides how valves and compressor must be operated during
the next sampling interval� Escape valve or compressor respectively are turned
on if the �ltered chassis height is outside an outer tolerance interval for one
of the wheels �Fig� 	�� For example� if the height exceeds the outer tolerance
interval for one wheel� the valve connected to this wheel�s suspension and the
escape valve are opened� The valves are closed again if the measured chassis
levels at all four wheels are below the upper limit of an inner tolerance interval�
in addition the �lters are reset to the set point� i� e� the desired chassis level�
To increase the chassis level the compressor and the valves connected to the
suspensions are operated in a similar way�

As compressor and escape valve must not be used simultaneously� priority
is given to the compressor in those cases where both would have to be used�

The actual values of the tolerance intervals are determined by the mode
the car is in� The modes we regard in this case study are �car is stopped�
engine o��� �car is driving� engine on� and �car is driving through a bend��
The last one is especially interesting� as compressor and escape valve must be
switched o� when the car is driving through a curve� The original study of
BMW contains some more modes which mainly di�er in the actual values for
the inner and outer tolerance intervals�

� LINEAR HYBRID AUTOMATA

��� Hybrid automata

A hybrid automatonA is a ���tuple �X �V � inv � init ��ow �E � upd � jump�L� sync�
with the following meaning �for a detailed introduction see ����
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X is a �nite ordered set fx�� ���� xng of variables over IR� A valuation s is a
point in IRn� the value of variable xi in valuation s is the i�th component
of s � si � When � is a predicate over the variables in X � we write ����� to
denote the set of valuations s for which ��X � s � is true�

V is a �nite set of locations� A state of automaton A is a tuple �v � s� consisting
of a location v � V and a valuation s � A set of states is called a region�
Locations are represented as rectangles in our automata diagrams�

The automaton of Fig� �� for example� has only one location named idle�

inv is a mapping from the set of locations V to predicates over the variables
in X � inv�v� is the invariant of location v � When control is in v � only
valuations s � ��inv�v��� are allowed� In our graphical representation of
hybrid automata invariants True are usually omitted�

For instance� location timer of the automaton of Fig� � has invariant
t � t sample�

init is a mapping from the locations in V to predicates overX � init�v� is called
the initial condition of v � �v � s� is an initial state if init�v� and inv�v� are
true for s � Initial conditions are expressed as incoming arrows marked
with the condition in our automata diagrams� If the initial condition is
False� the arrow is omitted�

Location idle of Fig� � has initial condition f � sp�

�ow is a mapping from the locations in V to predicates overX� �X � where �X �
f �x�� ���� �xng and �xi denotes the �rst time derivative of xi � dxi�dt � When
control is in location v the variables evolve according to di�erentiable
functions which satisfy the �ow condition �ow�v��

Formally the � time�step relation
�
� is de�ned as �v � s�

�
� �v � s �� i� there

is a di�erentiable function �  ��� ��� IRn with

� ���� � s and ���� � s �

� the invariant of v is satis�ed ��t� � ��inv�v��� for t � ��� ��

� the �ow condition is satis�ed �ow�v��X � �X � ��t�� ���t�� is true for
t � ��� ��� where ���t� � � ����t�� ���� ��n�t���

The �lter automaton of Fig� � has �ow condition �f � �
T
�h � f ��

E � V � V is a �nite multiset of edges� called transitions� A transition
�v � v �� � E has source location v and target location v ��� In our automata

�E is a multiset	 because there may be several transitions connecting the same two loca�
tions� This is needed	 for instance	 to express that the same target location can be entered
from the same source location under di�erent conditions�
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diagrams transitions are represented by arrows between the corresponding
locations�

Our automaton of Fig� � has only one transition from idle to itself�

upd is a mapping from E to the power set of X � upd�e� is called the update
set of e� Variables in upd�e� can change their value when transition e is
taken�

The transition of the automaton of Fig� � has update set ff g�

jump is a mapping from E to jump conditions� The jump condition jump�e� of
transition e is a predicate over X �upd ��e�� where upd ��e� � fy�

�� ���� yk
�g

for upd�e� � fy�� ���� ykg� y i
� stands for the value of variable y i after the

transition is taken� while y i refers to the value before the transition�
The transition�step relation

e
� is de�ned as �v � s�

e
� �v �� s �� i�

� e � �v � v ��

� the invariants are satis�ed s � ��inv�v��� and s � � ��inv�v ����

� the variables in upd�e� change according to the jump condition
jump�e��X � upd ��e� � s � s ��upd�e��� is true� where s ��upd�e�� is the
restriction of s � to the variables in upd�e��

� the variables not in upd�e� remain constant si � s i
� for xi � X n

upd�e��

Transition steps are discrete� no time passes while they are taken�
In our automata diagrams we write guarded assignments � � yi � c

for update set fyig and jump condition � 	 y i
� � c� Guards True are

omitted�

The transition of the automaton of Fig� � has jump condition True �
f � sp �written as a guarded assignment��

L is a �nite set of synchronization labels� Parallel automata which have a
common synchronization label must take transitions with this label si�
multaneously� Transitions with di�erent labels are interleaved�

sync is a mapping from E to L � f�Ag� sync�e� is the synchronization label
of transition e� The label �A may only be used in automaton A and
marks transitions of A which are not synchronized with transitions in
parallel automata� In automata diagrams each transition e is labeled
with sync�e� and jump�e�� the label �A is omitted�

The transition of the automaton of Fig� � has synchronization label set f �
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All of the above mappings are total�

Parallel composition

Parallel composition of hybrid automata can be used for specifying larger sys�
tems� A hybrid automaton is given for each part of the system� communication
between the components may occur via shared variables and synchronization
labels� Technically the parallel composition of hybrid automata is obtained
by constructing a product automaton� It has the carthesian product of the
individual automata�s locations as its locations�

��� Veri�cation of linear hybrid automta

Hybrid model checking ��� allows to verify properties about linear hybrid au�
tomata� a subclass of hybrid automata� in a fully automatic way�

A hybrid automaton A is linear if all its invariants and initial conditions are
convex linear predicates over X � all �ow conditions are convex linear predicates
over �X and all jump conditions are convex linear predicates over X �X �� where
X � � fx �

�� ���� xn
�g� A predicate over variables in a set Y is linear if it is an

�in�equality between linear terms over Y � A linear term over Y is a linear
combination over Y with rational coe�cients� A predicate is a convex linear
predicate if it is a �nite conjunction of linear predicates� This de�nition implies
that a linear di�erential equation cannot necessarily be converted into a linear
�ow condition� The notions of linear for di�erential equations and hybrid
automata are di�erent�

The model checking algorithm in ���� as e�g� implemented in HyTech� an�
alyzes a property by checking if it is violated in any state reachable by the
automaton� Therefore� it computes the set of states of the linear hybrid au�
tomaton which are reachable from a set of initial states by repeatedly applying
time� and transition�steps� It can also perform backward reachability analysis
in which the region is computed from which a given �nal region can be reached
by iterating time� and transition�steps� The algorithm is a semi�decidable pro�
cedure� i�e� termination is not guaranteed�

As the algorithm is restricted to linear hybrid automata� nonlinear hybrid
automata have to be approximated� A bunch of techniques to obtain linear
hybrid automata from nonlinear ones or from ordinary di�erential equations
have been developed in the literature� see ��� �� �	�� In this paper we use
linear phase portrait approximation of ���� which is conservative in the sense
that every property that holds for the abstraction holds also for the original
automaton�
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��� Tool support for model checking

Several hybrid model checkers have been developed� amongst whom HyTech�
KRONOS and UPPAAL are the most prominent ones� See ��� for a survey� We
selected HyTech �
�� as it provides the most general input language by sup�
porting the full scope of linear hybrid automata� This seems to be an obvious
choice as we want to apply as few approximations as possible� UPPAAL� for
example� is restricted to timed automata which especially implies that all �ow
conditions have to be constants�

HyTech allows the analysis of models containing parameters and can
thereby be used to synthesize constraints on these parameters which are nec�
essary for the correctness of the system� Monitor automata may be used to
prove complex properties of hybrid systems� Furthermore� sequences of time�
and transition�steps leading from one region to another can be generated� which
is very useful for �nding out why given predicates are violated�

� MODELLING THE AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEM

Next we present a model of the EHC using �linear� hybrid automata� After that
we draw some conclusions on hybrid automata as a speci�cation technique for
hybrid systems� In order to be able to apply automatic veri�cation techniques
to the EHC we limit its complexity by modelling only one wheel in the following�
Additionally� this allows to develop a hybrid automata model of the system
which is easier to comprehend�

��� The model

The EHC can be decomposed into a �lter� a timer� a controller� two valves and
a compressor �the actors�� the plant� i�e� the physical behavior of the pneumatic
suspension system� and into disturbances caused by the environment �Fig� ���
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Fig� �� Basic structure of the EHC�
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In order to elaborate those characteristics of linear hybrid automata which
are particularly relevant for modelling hybrid systems� we choose not to model
valves and compressor explicitly� Instead� their e�ect on the plant will be
contained in the linear hybrid automaton for the controller� Furthermore� the
plant and disturbances are integrated into one automaton� A more detailed
model of the EHC can be found in �����

The �lter

The �lter reads the current chassis level h and outputs the �ltered chassis
level f � It can be modeled by the hybrid automaton of Fig� �� The �ow
condition in the diagram is the usual di�erential equation of a �lter� T is its
time constant� The synchronization label set f is used by the controller to reset
the �lter to the set point sp�

Thus the automaton of Fig� � models the same behavior of f as the dif�
ferential equation �f � �

T
�h � f � with initial value f � sp� but extends this

continuous speci�cation by allowing a discrete reset of the �lter�

�
f  sp

���

PPPi

idle

�f  �

T
�h � f �

set f

True � f � sp
True

Fig� �� Hybrid automaton for the �lter�

Approximation of the �lter

Unfortunately the automaton of Fig� � is not a linear hybrid automaton�
because its �ow condition is not a convex linear predicate over f �f � �hg�� To get
a linear hybrid automaton� an approximation technique has to be applied� In
our case linear phase�portrait approximation� de�ned in ���� can be used� This
technique basically consists of the following steps

A partitioning is chosen for the set of valuations permitted by the original
location�s invariant� The approximating automaton contains one new location
for each partition then� The �ow condition of such a new location is obtained
by conservatively approximating that of the original location� e�g� by computing
the extremal values of the original �ow condition in the respective partition� To
ensure correctness of the approximation� transitions of the original automaton
must then be duplicated so that every new location can be entered and left
in the same way as the original location� Furthermore� new transitions must
be added which allow control to pass freely between the copies of the original
location�

�Nevertheless this �ow condition it is a linear di�erential equation�
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��	� uses a related idea to directly obtain a linear hybrid automaton from a
set of ordinary di�erential equations�

The partitioning we use for location idle is shown in Table �� h � f has
unit millimeters� �f has unit millimeters per second� The �ow conditions were
computed for a time constant T � 	s �

Location Invariant Flow condition

A h � f � ��
����� �f � ��
����

B h � f � ������
� �f � �������

C h � f � ��
� �� �f � ���� ��

D h � f � ��� 
� �f � ��� ��

E h � f � �
� 	�� �f � �
� ���

F h � f � �	��
� �f � ����
�

Table �� Partitioning of location idle�

The approximating automaton has a set f transition with jump condition
f � � sp from every location in fA� ����Fg to every location in fA� ����Fg� Fur�
thermore there are ��lter transitions with jump condition True from every lo�
cation of the approximating �lter to every other location of it to allow control
to pass freely between them�

Linear phase�portrait approximation is a very general technique� its ap�
proximation does not depend upon the order of the di�erential equation to be
approximated� Unfortunately� there is no standard method for �nding a par�
titioning for a given di�erential equation� In principle any partitioning may
be used� In order to do automatic veri�cation� however� it is crucial to keep
the state space as small as possible� The choice of the presented partitioning
for the �lter was guided by this requirement� Of course we could have selected
individual partitionings for f and h instead of partitioning h� f � However� due
to the form of the original �ow condition this would have resulted in a higher
number of locations if we wanted to obtain the same quality of approximation�

The approximation techniques cited above are de�ned for individual hybrid
automata� Care has to be taken� when they are applied to a single automaton
of a parallel composition� as in our case In Section ��� we use a test automaton
that changes the value of variable h in a transition step in order to analyse the
EHC�s response to a step�like disturbance� Imagine the approximating �lter
automaton is in location D with h � � and f � �� If the test automaton
now wants to increase h by e�g� � in a transition� it cannot do so� because the
invariant of location D of the approximating �lter automaton does not permit
a value of h� f � �� However� if the test automaton is running in parallel with
the original �lter automaton� the transition is possible� as the invariant of the
�lter�s idle location does not depend on the value of h�

A situation like this one can occur whenever an approximating automaton is
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used in parallel with an automaton which modi�es one of the variables occurring
in the new invariants� but not in the invariant of the original� unpartitioned
location� in a transition step� To overcome this problem linear phase�portrait
approximation from ��� was extended to the parallel composition of hybrid
automata in ����� The idea of this extension is to augment the approximating
automaton so that it synchronizes with the discrete transition which would
falsify its current location�s invariant� In this synchronization control changes
to another location� For our example this means that it is necessary to add
transitions from every location in fA� � � � �Fg to every location in fA� � � � �Fg
which have jump condition True and which have the same synchronization
label as the transition in the test automaton�

The timer

The timer issues signals with a certain rate and thereby tells the controller
when it has to read the �lter value and to make a control decision� It is
described by the automaton in Fig� ��

�
��

QQk
t  t sample � t � �

timer

t  �
nc

t � t sample
�t  �

Fig� �� Hybrid automaton for the timer�

The transition with synchronization label nc is taken every t sample time
units� It is used to force the controller� which also uses label nc� to take an
appropriate transition every t sample time units�

The controller

The controller reads the �ltered chassis level� determines the control mode
and operates valves and compressor whenever the timer takes its nc transition�
It is de�ned by the hybrid automaton in Fig� 
�

In this automaton we model only two modes� driving and bend� Mode
stopped� as well as the other modes� is similar to driving and could be integrated
easily�

�sp � otld � sp � otud � is the outer tolerance interval� �sp � itld � sp � itud � is
the inner tolerance interval in mode driving� Variable u is needed to specify
that locations tr� and tr� are left immediately after entry� These location are
always entered with u � �� As the invariant demands that u remains zero and
as the �ow condition demands that it increases with time� no time may elapse
in them� Therefore they are called transient locations�

�c is used to model the actors� in�uence on the chassis level� The exact e�ect
escape valve and compressor have on the chassis level depends on many factors
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set f

in tolerance
�u  � � �c  �

tr�

u  �

u  �

tr�

nc

f � �sp � otld � sp � otud �
bend  � �

set f
nc
bend  � � f � �sp � itld � sp � otud �

nc
bend  � � f � �sp � otld � sp � itud �

nc

f � sp � itld
bend  � �

nc
bend  �

bend

�c  �
�u  � �

nc
bend  �

nc
bend  �

nc

f � sp � itud
bend  � �

nc

f � sp � otud

bend  � �

nc

f � sp � otud

bend  ��
nc

f � sp � otld
bend  ��

nc

f � sp � otld

bend  � �

�c � �evmin � evmax �
�u  ��
downd

upd
�u  ��
�c � �cpmin � cpmax �

�c  �

�c  �

�u  ��

�u  ��

Fig� �� Hybrid automaton for the controller�

which we do not want to model explicitly� Therefore we only state that usage
of the compressor increases the chassis level while usage of the escape valve
decreases it with a rate in a certain interval�

The central locations of the controller automaton are in tolerance� upd �
downd and bend � The dotted box is used to indicate that every location in
it has a nc transition with jump condition bend � � to location bend � This
models that suspending control in curves has priority over keeping the chassis
level within the tolerance intervals�

In location upd the compressor is on and the valve connected to the sus�
pension of the wheel is open� the chassis level is therefore increased by �c �
�cpmin � cpmax �� In location downd the escape valve and the valve to the wheel�s
suspension are open� the chassis level is decreased by �c � �evmin � evmax �� In
in tolerance and in bend the compressor is o� and both valves are closed� the
controller does not in�uence the chassis level� �c � ��

Starting from the initial state� the controller has to wait in in tolerance

until the timer takes its nc transition� Then it reads the �ltered chassis height
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f and goes to location upd or downd if f is outside the outer tolerance interval�
otherwise it reenters in tolerance� Location upd is left when the timer makes a
nc transition if f is no longer smaller than the lower limit of the inner tolerance
interval sp � itld � otherwise it is reentered� If f is greater than the outer upper
tolerance limit sp�otud now� downd has to be entered� Otherwise the transition
to tr� is taken� As it is transient� tr� is left immediately after entry� the �lter
is reset by the set f transition and in tolerance is entered� Location downd
works in a similar way�

Except of the set f transitions� all these transitions are only possible if
bend � �� If the controller notices that the car is in a curve �bend � ���
location bend is entered� In this location the value of variable bend is read
whenever the timer takes its nc transition� When bend � � again� in tolerance

is entered�

The plant and disturbances

Within the automaton in Fig� � we model the physical behavior of the
pneumatic suspension system� the disturbances we want to regard and the
occurrence of curves�

�

��

�

��
�

�e � �emin � emax �
�h  �e � �c

sleep

h  sp �
bend  � True � bend � �

True � bend � �

Fig� �� Hybrid automaton for the plant and disturbances�

By modifying variable bend the transitions in Fig� � model that the car may
enter and leave a curve anytime�

The measured chassis level� which is the relevant physical quantity of the
suspension system� is in�uenced by disturbances from the outside world� e�g� the
road� and by escape valve and compressor� As we cannot make any predictions
on when a disturbance will occur and how strong it will be� we say that distur�
bances of limited strength may occur anytime� There is no sense in allowing
disturbances of unlimited strength� since the real system� i�e� the stability of
the car� is limited�

We specify that the rate of change of the chassis level at one wheel �h is the
sum of the changes due to disturbances� denoted by �e � and the changes due to
compressor and escape valve� �c �Fig� ��� In order to be able to prove upper and
lower bounds for the chassis level in the presence of disturbances it is necessary
to demand that disturbances cannot be stronger than compressor and escape
valve respectively� i�e� emin � evmax and emax � cpmin � If the disturbances
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were stronger� the controller could not ensure bounds for the chassis level even
if it operated correctly� In our system we set emin � evmax and emax � cpmin �

The in�uence of the environment is of course seriously limited this way� In
reality disturbances stronger than compressor and escape valve are certainly
possible� In a more realistic model of the environment a stochastic characteri�
zation of disturbances would be used� Stochastic models� however� go beyond
the expressiveness of hybrid automata�

��� Discussion

Advantages of hybrid automata

In this case study hybrid automata turned out to be an advantageous formalism
for modelling hybrid systems� Their high expressiveness allows to merge the
speci�cation of discrete and continuous aspects freely� It is not necessary to
introduce an arti�cial division between aspects of both worlds where there is
none in the real system� Nevertheless such a division can be made if it seems
to be appropriate�

In several more traditional approaches to modelling hybrid systems discrete
and continuous speci�cation techniques like statecharts and block diagrams are
used in parallel� For example� the basis for this case study was a speci�cation
with Statemate statecharts and MatrixX block diagrams� Thus the system
had to be split into a discrete and a continuous part� However� a �lter with
discrete reset operation is a good example for a system which cannot naturally
be split into a discrete and a continuous part� Nevertheless� it can easily be
modelled using �nonlinear� hybrid automata �see Section ����� Furthermore
these traditional approaches usually do not have a common semantic foundation
for their discrete and continuous speci�cation techniques� Therefore formal
analysis� like model checking� is impossible�

De�cits encountered

Despite of their great advantages hybrid automata do have some de�cits in
detail�

Firstly� they are not compositional� If we have a system of two parallel
hybrid automata� A and B � and automaton A� has the same set of reachable
states as A this does not imply that the system consisting of A� in parallel
to B behaves in the same way as A in parallel to B � In particular it does
not su�ce to approximate only one component of a parallel composition of
hybrid automata� which we outlined in the section on the �lter automaton�
Furthermore� modular veri�cation is impossible� Compositionality for hybrid
systems is di�cult to achieve� Work in this direction can e�g� be found in �	��
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Secondly� hierarchic locations as they are known from statecharts ��� would
be useful to specify larger systems� In Fig� 
 we used the dotted box to increase
clarity of the diagram by reducing the number of transitions in it� This box can
be interpreted as a hierarchic location� but it is only a syntactic means here�
The case study in ��� contains a further example which stresses the utility of a
hierarchy concept for hybrid automata� As long as hierarchic locations are pure
syntax they could easily be integrated into the basic model of hybrid automata�

Another inconvenience in the speci�cation of hybrid systems with hybrid
automata arises� because a transition may only have one synchronization la�
bel� In the controller automaton of Fig� 
 we had to insert the transient lo�
cations tr� and tr� in order to model the synchronization of timer� controller
and �lter when the controller locations upd or downd are left in order to en�
ter in tolerance� If one transition could have more than one label� we could
have modeled the same behavior by simply labeling the transitions from upd
and downd to in tolerance with nc and set f � like it is possible in statecharts�
However� in a model with this feature we would naturally want to distinguish
between input and output labels� Together with synchronous communication
this leads to a micro��macrostep semantics like in statecharts with all its asso�
ciated problems �see e�g� ������

For the novice user the concept of invariants in hybrid automata can lead
to subtle errors� If for example an invariant demands that no more than t time
units may elapse in a location� but the location cannot be left within this time�
the system stops execution� For a reactive system this is not desirable� hence
we consider it to be an error in the speci�cation� As these kinds of errors are
di�cult to detect� the invariants in hybrid automata must be used carefully in
order to avoid such an implicit form of termination�

Some of these weaknesses of hybrid automata as a speci�cation language
may be attributed to the fact that they are a compromise between a practical
speci�cation technique and a formalism which enables automatic veri�cation�

� ANALYZING THE AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEM

In the following we report on the veri�cation of several safety�critical properties
of the EHC using HyTech� First� four properties and their model�checking
results are described �Subsection ����� Then� the model�checking experiences
are discussed more generally �Subsection ��	��

The veri�cation results were obtained for a slightly optimized and modi�ed
speci�cation of the EHC� The basic version used for veri�cation di�ers from
that in section ��� by including the control modes stopped and driving� but
excluding mode bend� The exact model can be found in �����
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��� Veri�cation results

Bounds for the chassis level

A �rst essential requirement is to show that the system keeps the chassis level
within certain bounds and to identify these bounds� HyTech computes that
the outer tolerance limits ���mm and 	�mm are never exceeded by more than
�mm for a sampling rate of once every second� t sample � �s � The computation
takes 
	 minutes� of CPU time� Because of complexity problems it was not
possible to choose a more realistic sampling rate�

Escape valve and compressor

It is essential that escape valve and compressor are never used at the same
time� To examine this property it is necessary to include escape valve and
compressor into the model� They are realized by trivial hybrid automata that
toggle between the states on�o� and closed�open� respectively� HyTech proves
the desired property for the resulting model in �� minutes�

Suspending control in curves

Next we prove that the system does not try to change the chassis level when the
car is driving through a curve� To treat this safety�critical property we reinclude
curves in our model of the EHC� Furthermore� the system is augmented by a
monitor automaton� which measures the time between a curve being entered
and control being suspended or the curve being left again� whatever occurs
�rst� HyTech analyzes the resulting model in �� seconds and veri�es that
control is suspended at most t sample time units after a curve started� if its
duration is longer than t sample time units�

Step response of the EHC

In the following we analyze a property related to stability We examine whether
the controller reaches in tolerance again some time after a disturbance or
whether it can continue to use compressor and escape valve in�nitely by e�g�
operating them alternately� To examine this the system response to a step�like
disturbance is regarded� We are aware of the fact that control systems engi�
neering provides more powerful methods concerning stability� The intention is
to apply full automation to a limited example�

We replace the hybrid automaton for the plant and disturbances by a model
in which we assume that there are no continuous disturbances� Instead the
new automaton speci�es that h is modi�ed discretely in a transition with jump

�All performance �gures were obtained on a Sun Sparcstation �
 with ��� MB RAM and
��
 MB swap space�

�A monitor automaton is a further automaton which is added via a parallel composition
in order to observe some critical properties�
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condition h � � h � j at some point in time� For complexity reasons we cannot
regard arbitrary values of j � As an example we therefore restrict j to lie within
a certain interval for which the controller is expected to use the escape valve�
As outlined in section ���� the approximating �lter automaton is also modi�ed
to work correctly with this automaton�

By adding a monitor automaton to this model we use HyTech�s parametric
analysis facility to compute that the controller leaves location in tolerance at
most ���s after the disturbance and reenters it after at most 		��s � The chassis
level then lies in ���mm� 
mm� and in tolerance is not left again� The analysis
takes ��� seconds�

��� Discussion of hybrid model checking

A great advantage of model�checking is its full automation� However� because
of the e�ciency limits of the tool we had to restrict the model substantially
in order to analyze vital properties of the electronic height control system�
This diminished the automation potential� as �nding the right abstractions is a
manual and error�prone process� There are several reasons for the insu�cient
scalability�

First� running out of memory is a serious limiting factor in practice� whereas
the theoretical result that the algorithm does not necessarily terminate only
plays an inessential role� This space restriction seems not to be caused by a
speci�c tool implementation� but to be inherently related to the algorithm�s
complexity and the representation of the data� For model�checking of discrete
systems a special encoding of the state space by BDDs produced an immense
increase in e�ciency� Therefore� data encoding techniques should be an impor�
tant �eld of further research� The complexity problem should also be overcome
by a compositional automata theory� which would allow to reduce the com�
plexity of the whole model to the size of the single components to be veri�ed�
Remember the last section for a discussion of such matters� Furthermore� non�
linear hybrid automata and the necessarily applied approximation techniques
increase complexity substantially� In our case� the �lter approximation caused
the main complexity of the entire model�

Second� the present version of HyTech ������ is not yet e�ciently imple�
mented� Standard arithmetic libraries� which are included in HyTech often
cause arithmetic over�ows� These over�ows are a severe restriction in practice�
The libraries are very sensitive to the speci�c values of the constants in the
model� As the user does not get any feedback on which constants have caused
the over�ow� trial and error must be used to identify them� In our models
the use of fractions turned out to be disadvantageous as far as over�ows are
concerned� Therefore we only use integer constants in the current models� The
problem of over�ows arises because HyTech uses integer arithmetics without
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any roundo� mechanism� IF standard libraries with �oating point arithmetics
would be used� the over�ows would vanish� However� in this case the correct�
ness of the result can no longer be guaranteed because of the roundo� errors�


 CONCLUSION

We successfully veri�ed several safety�critical properties for an abstraction of
an automotive control system using the hybrid model checker HyTech� Com�
pared to other real�life case studies performed with HyTech ��� ��� the elec�
tronic height control system seems to be distinctly more complex than those
because of the approximation necessary for the �lter and the complex environ�
ment� Nevertheless� the system is quite simple and some of the properties seem
to be obvious by inspection� One should recognize� however� that the properties
veri�ed are interesting to be automatically checked for more complex systems�

Up to our knowledge� this is the �rst article with a general discussion of
hybrid automata and hybrid model checking so far� Based on this discussion
we draw the following conclusions

Hybrid automata represent a remarkable compromise between the speci��
cation and veri�cation of hybrid systems� The speci�cation formalism allows to
integrate discrete and continous components in one framework in a natural and
semantically correct way� Nevertheless� it supports despcription techniques �
based on di�erential equations and state descriptions �� which are familiar
to both control engineers and software engineers� The automatic veri�cation
method is restricted to linear hybrid automata� but conservative approximation
techniques allow to apply it to nonlinear hybrid automata as well�

However� every compromise demands a tribute from both sides� On the
speci�cation side� the restriction to linear hybrid automata is unnatural im
many cases� Furthermore� for larger systems better facilities to structure the
system� in particular modularity and hierarchy� are necessary� Last but not
least� modelling the physical plant often even goes beyond the expressiveness
of nonlinear hybrid automata� stochastic description elements would be useful�

On the veri�cation side� however� linear hybrid automata already raise sig�
ni�cant scalability problems� Probably� this cannot be essentially improved
by optimizing speci�c tool implementations� which are nevertheless necessary�
Even worse� approximations due to nonlinear hybrid automata cause a state
explosion� which is hardly manageable in industrial�scale systems� Due to the
complexity results in ��� a semi�decidable model�checking algorithm for nonlin�
ear hybrid automata is unlikely� Nevertheless the present situation could be
improved by developing further approximation techniques and by identifying
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further classes of hybrid automata for which e�cient model checking algorithms
exist�

A �rst important step in future work should be to turn hybrid automata into
a compositional description technique� This would signi�cantly compensate
some of the drawbacks mentioned for both speci�cation and veri�cation�
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